Vocabulary and Reading Exercise #1
Directions: Choose the best answer to complete each sentence.

1. Every morning I go to the window and open the curtains to let in the
   a. fresh air   b. light   c. darkness   d. afternoon sun

2. Ali bought a computer that stopped working within a month, so he
   a. broke it   b. found it   c. returned it   d. stored it.

3. During class, one of the students tried to answer a question without raising his hand, so the teacher didn't
   a. call on him   b. reach him   c. call him up   d. raise his finger

4. Vanessa has an old cell phone that she doesn't want to use any more.
   a. sell   b. call   c. new   d. use

5. The best way to keep your plants healthy is to keep them watered and provide them with plenty of
   a. roots   b. oxygen   c. sunlight   d. room to flower

6. After the party was over, a few friends pitched in to help
   a. clean up   b. set things up   c. let people in   d. invite people over

7. If you're in a hurry, you try to do things very
   a. slowly   b. quickly   c. frequently   d. easily

8. I needed extra money to buy a car, so I went to the bank and tried to get
   a. a license   b. a registration   c. a loan   d. a borrow

9. Cats don't really need baths because they know how to clean
   a. the bathtub   b. themselves   c. up   d. the toilet

10. This time last year there was a total eclipse of the sun that blocked out all of the sun's
    a. heat   b. light   c. energy   d. darkness

Answers:

   1. b   2. c   3. a   4. d   5. c   6. a   7. b   8. c   9. b   10. b